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Standardized template provided
to researchers.

• In the form of a spreadsheet that can be used regularly during the course of a research project,
recording reagents as they are used.
• Would facilitate tracking within a lab.
• If the same format is used for manuscript submissions, requires only minor editing on the part of
the researcher.
• Journals would receive reagent information in a format that is straightforward to handle and that
allows downloads as TSV format or spreadsheet.
• Wider use of identifiers and parsable formats would be a huge help for biological databases.
• A widely used standardized format would facilitate propagation of accurate reagent information,
allowing import of existing entries into a new table.

ABSTRACT
In consultation with other model organism databases, FlyBase has formulated a prototype "author
reagent table" (ART). Our goal is to facilitate handling of reagent source and identifier information at
multiple steps, benefiting researchers, journals, and biological databases. The proposed ART is in the
format of a spreadsheet with standardized columns and invariant row labels. It is designed to be used
regularly during the course of a research project, recording reagents as they are received and/or used.
Lab-wide use of such a common reagent form would facilitate tracking of reagents within the lab. At the
point of submission of a manuscript, with a completed ART in hand, provision of reagent data would be
very straightforward, particularly to journals using formatted submission systems such as STAR Methods
(Marcus, E. et al., 2016; PMID:27565332). Use of reagent identifiers is one of the key requirements of
the system, encouraging the use of database and stock center identifiers, RRIDs (Bandrowski, A. et al.,
2016; PMID:26589523), and catalog numbers for commercial providers. Wider use of identifiers and
recognized symbols would increase the transparency and reproducibility of biological research, while
facilitating curation into research databases. For genetic experiments, unambiguous identification of the
genes studied could be an additional component of the ART. A secondary goal of this proposed system is
to encourage journals to make such data available as downloadable TSVs, spreadsheets or similar
formats. The author reagent table could also be incorporated into the evolving use of preprint
repositories: an ART could simply be appended to the preprint manuscript. Feedback on this proposal
from the larger biocuration community would be most welcome. Addendum: Genetics has now adopted
the author reagent table; see their “Preparing Manuscripts for Submission” page.
The template and example can be downloaded from flybase.org/journal/reagent_form.

Designed to facilitate
automated parsing:
Column order and titles must
remain unchanged.

Rows duplicated as needed (one
row for each reagent).
Row titles must remain unchanged;
order can be changed; unused
categories can be removed.
Colors entirely optional and can be
changed.

Genetics and G3 are encouraging
use of the Reagent Table.
They are also soliciting feedback
from authors.
Additional journals are being
contacted.

Opportunity to encourage use of RRIDs.
(https://scicrunch.org/resources)

Multiple outstanding issues, for example:
Should there be a dedicated column for RRIDs? (Would that discourage use of other identifiers?)
Ideally, the use of standard identifiers would facilitate rigorous searches of the literature. This
proposal does not address that issue, since a reagent table as part of supplementary information
would not be visible to most text-mining.
We welcome feedback on this proposal, from researchers within and outside the model organism
communities, from biocurators, and from any other interested parties.
All feedback is helpful – whether detailed and specific, or more general. We are especially
interested in additional data types that should be added.
Please contact: Madeline (Lynn) Crosby

crosby@morgan.harvard.edu
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